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ABSTRACT
Different 3D tele-immersive (3DTI) activities pose different re-
quirements for application and network level quality of service (QoS)
to ensure a strong quality of experience (QoE) for participants.
Some applications put heavy weight on audio quality, some con-
sider higher quality for upper body video streams, and some seek
very low end-to-end interactivity delay. In addition, a variation in
streaming content may arise due to the participants’ change of inter-
ests (e.g., view change). Therefore, there is a need for an adaptive
multi-stream, multi-site 3DTI session management strategy, which
is unobtrusive, and optimizes QoS parameters in the 3DTI content
distribution based on the user activity and content variation. To ad-
dress this next generation session management problem, we revisit
the design space of multi-stream and multi-site 3DTI session layer.
We propose an evolutionary 3DTI session optimization approach
using an Open Session Management (OSM) architecture that uses
a global view of participants and overlay network conditions to op-
timize prioritized QoS parameters. Experimental results with Plan-
etLab traces show that the optimization process is computationally
unobtrusive, and the optimized TI sessions meet expectations of the
participants up to 50% higher compared to the current solutions in
the 3DTI space.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]; C.2.2 [Computer Com-
munication Networks]; C.2.3 [Network Operations]

General Terms
Design, Algorithm, Optimization, Experimentation

Keywords
3D Tele-immersion, Network Protocols, Distributed Application,
Session Management, Content Distribution

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, with the increased high-speed wired

and wireless network availability, video traffic has quickly become
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the dominant fraction of Internet data traffic. Though a signifi-
cant portion is coming from video-on-demand applications (such
as Netflix and YouTube), traffic from interactive 2D video confer-
encing systems (such as Skype, Google Hangout, and Cisco tele-
presence) is also very prominent. Moreover, current research ef-
forts from both academia [5, 6, 20, 28] and industry [8, 15, 26]
are adopting multi-camera, multi-site, and multi-modal 3D tele-
immersive (3DTI) platforms for various online applications such
as video conferencing, multi-player gaming, remote learning, col-
laborative dancing and tele-health.

Even with a large variation in applications, most of the 3DTI sys-
tems available on the market are optimized for one particular activ-
ity to achieve an optimal performance for the intended activity (e.g.,
Xbox with Kinect is optimized for gaming). However, recently, we
have seen that the same 3DTI platform can be used for multiple
activities. An example is shown in Figure 1, where geographically-
distributed participants are engaged in video conversation and col-
laborative dancing using the same 3DTI setup [28].

(a) (b) 

Figure 1: Example of two 3DTI activities: (a) video conferenc-
ing, and (b) collaborative dancing.

Different activities require different minimum quality bounds on
quality of service (QoS) values in network and application levels to
meet user expectations [3], which manifest themselves in the form
of quality of experience (QoE) [27]. For example, a TI conversa-
tion activity requires a high quality audio stream, whereas the min-
imum quality requirement of the audio stream is low for a virtual
lightsaber gaming [2] (where participants virtually fight with each
other using lightsabers). However, the lightsaber gaming requires
a high quality video stream, and a low end-to-end delay to allow
smooth and fast interactions among the participants. Therefore,
an adaptive session management is required in 3D tele-immersions
that can allocate and re-allocate the QoS parameters at run-time
based on the underlying requirements.

Also the priority (i.e., importance) of the QoS parameters varies
across the activities. For example, the TI conversation activity puts
heavy weight on the audio quality compared to the quality of the
video streams. Therefore, to achieve a strong QoE, the content
distribution architecture first needs to optimize (maximize) the au-



dio quality before optimizing (maximizing) the quality of the video
streams subject to the resource availability. On the other hand, a
lightsaber activity first needs to optimize (minimize) the end-to-
end delay before optimizing (maximizing) the quality of the video
streams. Though, here we showed prioritized dependencies be-
tween only two QoS parameters, in practice, the priority spans
across many. Therefore, a 3DTI session adaptation requires a ses-
sion optimization based on the QoS priorities.

Note that a 3DTI system usually forms a closed setup, where
participants declare the available list of I/O devices (such as cam-
eras, microphones and haptic sensors) at the beginning of a session.
Even though a 3DTI setup is equipped with many I/O devices, not
all of them are used for all activities. For example, the TI conver-
sation activity does not use lightsaber sensory streams, which are
used to detect the lightsaber’s position in the virtual space for the
virtual lightsaber gaming. Moreover, the selection of video streams
by the participants in the 3DTI space varies based on the partic-
ipant’s view orientation [32]. Therefore, a variation in streaming
content can arise during the run-time of a 3DTI session, which trig-
gers a session adaptation.

In summary, the streaming content, the minimum quality re-
quirements for network and application QoS parameters and their
priorities are highly dependent on the participants’ interests in the
3D virtual space and their engaged 3DTI activities. Unfortunately,
there is a mismatch between the requirements of TI streaming and
today’s real-time content delivery infrastructures, both at the net-
work and application levels. Existing real-time content delivery
infrastructures do not consider the dynamisms present in users’ ex-
pectations while streaming to make the best utilization of network-
ing resources [31].

Our overarching goal is to address the 3DTI session optimization
problem as a part of the session adaptation process. The ultimate
goal of the optimization process is to construct a 3DTI content dis-
tribution graph considering the content demands and QoS specifi-
cations (minimum quality bounds and priorities) in the on-going
activities. At this point, we envision that a session manager with a
global view of the participants and the network condition is a suit-
able choice for the 3DTI session adaptation. The global view pro-
vides several benefits: 1) ensures feasibility in detecting changes in
on-going TI activities and content requirements by using a global
view of the participants, 2) provides flexibility in optimizing fine-
grained session policies considering the global network resources,
and 3) improves data plane performance of the participating peers
by transferring control-plane loads to a logically centralized session
controller. To this extent, we propose a centralized 3DTI session
management framework, the Open Session Management (OSM)
for 3D tele-immersion. OSM uses a global view to construct a
multi-site and multi-stream immersive 3DTI content distribution
topology by optimizing prioritized QoS allocation during session
adaptations.

We model the problem of prioritized QoS optimization in the
multi-site multi-stream content routing topology as a priority-based
multi-objective optimization (MOOP) problem, given multiple con-
straints such as stream demands, minimum quality bounds of QoS
values, QoS priorities and bandwidth limitations. However, the
constraint-based multi-objective optimization in a network rout-
ing is an NP-complete problem [10, 25] and hence, we need a
heuristics-based solution. We choose a prioritized evolutionary al-
gorithm as our heuristics-based solution in this work.

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are well-known heuristics to solve
MOOP problems. They use an iterative approach and therefore, a
potential drawback may include a large latency in the search of an
optimal solution. However, using a careful selection of initial seeds

(i.e., multi-stream multi-site 3DTI content routing topologies satis-
fying minimum QoS quality and resource constraints) in the search
space and allowing topology diversities in the optimality search, we
show that the evolutionary optimization of the prioritized QoS allo-
cation converges very fast. Moreover, the evolutionary algorithms
generate intermediate results in the process of searching an optimal
solution, which allows us to terminate the algorithm at any time in
case of a large latency and use the best generated solution.

We implement a prototype of the OSM architecture and show the
feasibility of immersive 3DTI session optimizations using band-
width and end-to-end delay traces from PlanetLab [21] nodes for
3 to 10 participating sites. The limitation in the number of partic-
ipants comes from two observations: 1) human attention space is
intrinsically limited [32], so, we do not expect the size of an in-
teractive session to be larger than 10 sites, and 2) the number of
participants that can be displayed in the virtual space is limited due
to the pixel space limitation of the physical display [1].

From the experiments, we show that the evolutionary session op-
timization provides up to 50% improvements in the allocation of
desired QoS parameters, compared to the current content distribu-
tion solutions in the immersive 3DTI space. Most of the cases, the
optimization process takes less than 500ms, though the complete
session adaptation (triggered by the change in activity or user inter-
est) including the selection of QoS bounds, their optimization and
finally setting up a new session at the participants can take up to
2 seconds depending on the system load (e.g., number of sites and
number of streams per site). However, the adaptation latency can
be decreased by reducing the quality of the solution (i.e., having
less iterations in the evolutionary optimization) or it can be masked
using pre-computation of the optimized topology by predicting fu-
ture changes in user’s interest and intended activity.

2. RELATED WORK
The content routing considering QoS optimizations, is not new

to the 3DTI applications. ViewCast [32], for example, constructs
a multi-stream, multi-site content distribution graph by maximiz-
ing the number of video streams per participant in order to improve
the 3D video quality. They consider stream priority (defined by
the participant’s view orientation) while dropping the stream re-
quests given the bandwidth and delay constraints. Wu et al. [28], on
the other hand, constructs a randomized content distribution graph.
They consider node (3DTI participant) criticality while dropping
streams, where the criticality for each remote node is computed as
the reciprocal of the number of streams requested from that node.
When a conflict occurs due to the resource constraints, the streams
from the lower critical nodes are dropped. They do not guarantee
the maximization of the higher priority streams, rather they max-
imize the average number of streams from unique nodes (partic-
ipants). Both [32] and [28] consider the QoS maximization in
terms of the number of video streams in the content distribution ar-
chitecture. However, maximizing the number of video streams is
not the only QoS factor that controls participants’ QoE. Other QoS
parameters such as perceptual quality of the streams, stream frame
rate, end-to-end delay, number of multi-modal channels and syn-
chronization skew highly influence the 3DTI experience [3]. Some-
times the dropping of a video stream to optimize the rate of another
stream can gracefully improve the QoE. In this paper, our goal is to
find an optimal 3DTI overlay distribution graph considering multi-
ple dimensions of QoS specifications that impact the participant’s
QoE.

There are also other works that consider constraint-based QoS
maximization in network routing. Celerity [30], for example, con-
structs a multi-party multi-rate 2D video conferencing solution sub-



ject to bandwidth and end-to-end delay constraints. They formu-
late the problem as a rate maximization problem and provide a
polynomial-time tree packing algorithm on the source and an adap-
tive rate control along each overlay link. However, they do not pri-
oritize streams that share common resources and therefore, it is not
applicable in the 3DTI domain. Some related literature can also be
found on QoS routing for IP multicast [29] and overlay construction
for application-level multicast (e.g., [19, 16, 23]). However, none
of them consider the complexity in constructing multi-stream dis-
semination structures, where the participating sites and resources
are shared. Moreover, the priority of the QoS parameters in the
3DTI space varies depending on the activity a participant performs
in the virtual space.

The use of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) is not new in real-time
applications. Kumar et al. [10] uses an evolutionary algorithm to
construct a network path considering priority among data rate, path
reliability, network bandwidth and end-to-end delay for different
applications. Huang et al. [17] uses an evolutionary algorithm
to search an optimal playout buffering size and Xiang et al. [13]
proposes an evolutionary QoS routing for ATM networks.

3. SYSTEM MODEL
We present 3DTI system model in this section. A list of symbols

and denotations is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Notations and definitions

Notations Definitions
si ith input stream
S Set of all streams in a 3DTI session
xi ith cQoS parameter
ri Request stream set of Site-i
oi Generated stream set from Site-i
G(V,E) Network graph with participant set V and network links E
vi Gateway of Site-i indicating a vertex in V
ibwv Inbound bandwidth capacity of v
IBWv Allocated inbound bandwidth to v
obwv Outbound bandwidth capacity of v
OBWv Allocated outbound bandwidth to v
eij Connecting network path between vi and vj
dij End-to-end delay associated to eij
α 3DTI activity
minαx Minimum quality of x for activity α
maxαx Maximum quality of x for activity α
pαx Priority of x for activity α
ci ith chromosome (or distribution graph)
ρi Rank vector of chromosome ci
Rs Allocated rate for stream s
NV S Number of video streams received per remote site
NSC Number of stream channels received per remote site

3.1 3DTI System Model
3D tele-immersive system is a distributed platform connecting

multiple remote sites containing a large number of input and output
devices (as opposed to the traditional video conferencing solutions)
into one virtual shared space as shown in Figure 2. The system is
usually composed of three architectural tiers: the capturing tier, the
data dissemination tier and the rendering tier.

In the capturing tier, multiple capturing devices such as 3D
cameras (capturing separately the upper body and the lower body
of the participants), microphones, heart rate monitors and mobile
gyroscope capture the cyber-physical multi-modal information of
each participant at his/her physical site. The captured streams are
sent to a local rendezvous point, called site gateway, which is re-
sponsible for data dissemination. The dissemination tier consists
of overlay network of gateways multiplexing streams to and from
each site. In the rendering tier, multiple rendering devices such as

video displays, heart rate viewer, audio speakers and mobile vibra-
tors are used. Therefore, a 3DTI system truly represents a multi-
site, multi-stream and multi-modal environment.
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Figure 2: Architecture of a 3DTI system with two sites.

3.2 Data (Stream) Model
Each input device generates a stream s in the capturing tier. Not

all input streams of a participating site are required by remote par-
ticipants. The demand for video streams by a remote participant
depends on the view orientation of the participant [32]. For exam-
ple, if a viewer is currently looking at the front of a 3D object, video
streams generated by the back cameras are less important and can
be dropped. The demands for other streams by the participants are
usually given by the TI activity. For example, a video conversation
activity does not require a stream from the heart rate monitor, how-
ever a tele-health session between doctors and patients may use it.
Therefore, the set of streams requested by each participant can be
different based on the engaged activity and interest.

The priority (importance) of a stream inside a request set can be
computed by using the view orientation and the camera orientation
(for the video streams [32]) as well as using the domain knowl-
edge of the activity (for multi-modal streams). For example, video
streams from the frontal cameras are more important than the video
streams from the cameras which are 450 from the frontal position.
On the other hand, audio streams are more important than video
streams in a TI conversation and a video stream is more important
than an audio stream in a collaborative dancing.

The list of streams requested by a remote participant (e.g., Site-
i) can be represented by ri = {s1, s2, · · · , sk} where the remote
participant requests k streams. The set size of ri can vary dynam-
ically during a session run-time if the participant changes view or
engages in a new TI activity. The stream request ri is different from
request r′i, i.e., ri 6= r′i if ∃s1 ∈ ri ∧ ∃s2 ∈ r′i such that s1 6= s2.
Therefore, changing stream requests causes a TI session to discard
old streams and generate new streams in the content distribution ar-
chitecture. Note that we use color-plus-depth 3D images [27] con-
structed from binocular passive stereo as video streams and stereo
audio as audio streams.

3.3 QoS Metadata Model
We consider two types of QoS parameters (metadata) in the 3DTI

space: controllable QoS (cQoS) metadata and derived QoS (dQoS)
metadata. cQoS are the metadata that an application can control
by configuring the content distribution topology and application
parameters, for example, end-to-end delay (EED), bit rate1 of a
stream s (Rs), number of video streams to accept from each re-
mote site in order of priority (NV S) and number of total streams
to accept from each remote site in order of priority (NSC). If
1The stream bit rate can be defined using the media quality (such
as the color-plus-depth level-of-detail for 3D video [27] and per-
ceptual evaluation of speech quality [24] for audio) and the media
frame rate.



Table 2: cQoS specification of TI activities (rates in kbps and delays in ms)
Property TI conversation TI virtual lightsaber
cQoS Bound 128 ≤ Rsaudio ≤ 256, Rslight = 0, 2 ≤ NSC ≤ 5,

1 ≤ NV S ≤ 4, EED ≤ 500, 1500 ≤ Rsub_H ≤ 2500,
1000 ≤ Rsub_L , Rslb_H , Rslower_body_L ≤ 2500

64 ≤ Rsaudio ≤ 256, 5 ≤ Rslight ≤ 10, 4 ≤
NSC ≤ 6, 2 ≤ NV S ≤ 4, EED ≤ 200, 1000 ≤
Rsub_H , Rsub_L , Rslb_H , Rslb_L ≤ 2500

cQoS Priority Rsaudio > Rsub_H > EED > NV S > Rsub_L >
Rslb_H > Rslb_L > NSC > Rslight

EED > Rslight > Rsub_H > Rslb_H > NV S > Rsub_L >
Rslb_L > NSC > Rsaudio

xi indicates the ith cQoS metadata, the set can be represented as
X = {x1, x2, · · · , xm} for m number of cQoS metadata.

There are some QoS metadata over which the session layer does
not have any direct control, for example, CPU utilization of the
gateway, 3D rendering time, application frame size, audio silence
period, participants view orientation and so on. We call them dQoS
metadata. However, they are important for identifying the physical
characteristics of the participants.

3.4 Activity Model
Activities in the 3DTI space can be defined using the movement-

based characteristics of the participants. Each activity α specifies
a minimum quality bound minαx for each cQoS parameter x ∈
X and assigns a priority (importance for activity α) pαx to it. For
m cQoS parameters, pαx = m indicates the highest priority and
pαx = 1 indicates the lowest priority. The maximum quality bound
maxαx of the cQoS parameter x depends on the application design
(e.g., video coding) and the device characteristics (e.g., maximum
captured frame rate) and they do not vary across activities.

The cQoS specifications (i.e., the quality bounds of the cQoS
parameters and cQoS priority) of an activity can be obtained using
a systematic subjective and objective evaluation for that activity.
Interested readers can be redirected to [3]. Below we present an
example of cQoS specifications for two 3DTI activities: 1) TI con-
versation, and 2) TI virtual lightsaber fight.

In a TI conversation activity, participants are engaged in a video
conversation, where they mainly focus on the audio (saudio) and
the highest priority upper body video (sub_H ) of the remote par-
ticipants (the priority of the video streams are measured using the
view orientation). Therefore, to ensure a strong QoE in the conver-
sation session, the application first needs to ensure the high quality
(i.e., high bit rate) delivery of saudio and sub_H before ensuring
the delivery of other streams given the resource limitation. The
maximum end-to-end delay (EED) for all streams can be relaxed
compared to the other collaborative activities, however it needs to
be optimized before considering the optimization of the quality of
the lower priority upper body video streams and any lower body
video streams. Another important cQoS parameter is NV S. We
want to maximize the number of video streams (in order of stream
priority) each site receives (at the minimum rate) before maximiz-
ing the rate of the low priority streams. Since, for TI conversation,
we do not have any other sensory channels except audio and video,
the maximization of NSC is not important.

In a virtual lightsaber fight, each participant uses a lightsaber
sensor (to indicate the lightsaber position in the virtual space) to
virtually hit other participants and gain points to win. For a suc-
cessful lightsaber session, we require both the highest priority up-
per body video stream (sub_H ) and the highest priority lower body
video stream ( slb_H ) to represent the full human body along with
saudio and the lightsaber sensory stream (slight). Also, EED
consideration is more critical in the lightsaber game compared to
the conversation activity, because, having a EED may impact the
hitting efficiency of the participants. Therefore, before maximiz-
ing the quality of the video streams, the application first ensures
the lowest possible EED. The quality of the lightsaber sensory

stream is important for detecting hitting accuracy in the virtual
space. Also, increasing the number of video streams (NV S) im-
proves the lightsaber gaming experience. Since, the minimum spec-
ification ofNSC already considers the inclusion of lightsaber stream,
audio stream, and the highest priority video streams, maximization
of NSC is less important (note that the maximization of number
of video streams is already covered byNV S). The audio quality is
considered as the least important cQoS parameter for this activity.

Based on the above definitions, we give an example of cQoS
quality bounds and priority orderings. We assume that each site
contains 2 upper body video streams (spaced 900 from each other),
2 lower body video streams (vertically aligned with the upper body
video streams), 1 lightsaber sensory stream and 1 audio stream.
The cQoS parameters are: average rate of audio streams (Rsaudio ),
average rate of highest priority upper body video streams (Rsub_H ),
average rate of lowest priority upper body video streams (Rsub_L ),
averageEED, averageNV S, average rate of highest priority lower
body video streams (Rslb_H ), average rate of lowest priority lower
body video streams (Rslb_H ), average rate of light sensory stream
(Rslight ), and average NSC. The averages are taken over all
stream requests from all participating sites. Table 2 shows the qual-
ity bounds as well as the priorities for 9 cQoS parameters for both
TI conversation and virtual lightsaber. The maximum bit rates of
the streams are computed using the maximum media quality and
the maximum media frame rate allowed in our 3DTI setup.

4. FRAMEWORK FOR 3DTI ADAPTIVE
SESSION OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we provide an overview of the design space and
then propose the OSM architecture for immersive 3DTI session op-
timization.

4.1 Design Space
Why do we trigger session adaptations? Our goal is not to pro-
vide any specific classification of TI activities, rather based on our
previous results in [3], we argue that different activities present dif-
ferent expectations of the cQoS specifications to the participants. In
addition to the activity dependency, a variation in the 3DTI stream-
ing content can occur due to the view change (or interest change)
by the participants in the 3DTI space. Therefore, an adaptive ses-
sion management is required to reflect the changes (activity change
or interest change) made by the participants to ensure a strong QoE.

When do we trigger session adaptations? At this point, we as-
sume that the notification of the activity change is given manually,
however the view change of the participants are detected using the
stream differentiation technique proposed in [32]. Both of them are
called session updates. A session adaptation is triggered when the
system experiences a session update. The session updates are less
frequent (usually in the order of several minutes to hours) in 3DTI
applications.

What does happen during session adaptations? When a session
update is triggered, the session state(s) are modified; hence, the re-
quirements on the cQoS parameters change. However, maintaining
updated minimum quality of cQoS parameters in the new 3DTI



session only guarantees acceptable QoE to the participants. To
improve the perceivable QoE with maximum utilization of the re-
sources, an optimization of cQoS values is required. However, dif-
ferent TI activities put different priorities in the cQoS optimization
(shown in Table 2). Therefore, we need a prioritized cQoS opti-
mization in the adaptation process. Finally, we can formally define
the 3DTI adaptive session optimization as the process of construct-
ing a content distribution graph for multi-site multi-stream 3DTI
contents (triggered by a session update) that optimizes the cQoS
values in order of their priorities subject to their minimum quality
bounds and network resource constraints. The pipeline of the 3DTI
adaptive session optimization is show in Figure 3. The constructed
overlay structure persists until a new session update arrives.

Time

3DTI  Session  Adaptation
Identify  cQoS  
speci7ications

prioritized  optimization  
of  cQoS  allocation

Install  overlay  
structure

Detect  session  
update

Figure 3: 3DTI session adaptation pipeline.
In this paper, we only consider the optimization step in the 3DTI

session adaptation process. The 3DTI session optimization is chal-
lenging because of two reasons. First, the optimization process
needs to consider optimization of cQoS parameters in order of the
activity-defined priorities, and second, the process should maintain
the minimum quality constraints defined by the activity while con-
structing a multi-site and interest-based multi-stream content distri-
bution graph. Both of the challenges are NP-complete. Therefore,
we need to design heuristics-based solutions.

4.2 Open Session Management Architecture
A high level architecture of OSM is shown in Figure 4. Each par-

ticipant gateway maintains a lightweight session layer, called local
session controller (LSC). A global view of participating peers and
networking infrastructures are maintained at a centralized session
controller, called global session controller (GSC).
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Figure 4: Open Session Management architecture.

Global Session Controller. The GSC is responsible for adaptive
session optimization (that uses the pipeline processes shown in Fig-
ure 3) at the Adaptation Pipeline shown in Figure 4. It constructs a
global view of the network resources and the participants’ requests
using a Session Monitor component. After the construction of an
optimized topology, the topology information is sent to the LSCs
of the participating sites.

Local Session Controller. On the other hand, the LSC is responsi-
ble for maintaining the policy (e.g., enforcing the constructed dis-
tribution topology) at the participants. It also helps the session
monitor component at the GSC with the collection of metadata
about participants’ current views and local network conditions.

Since our focus in this paper is to design algorithms for the 3DTI
session optimization that runs inside the GSC, for the rest of the
paper, we concentrate on the session optimization problem.

5. SESSION OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we formalize the optimization problem and then

discuss our solutions.

5.1 Problem Formulation

5.1.1 Input
A 3DTI system withN participants can be represented as a com-

plete graph G = (V,E), where V = {vi} is the set of gateways
and E = {eij} is the connecting network path from gateway vi
to vj for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N and i 6= j. Each vertex (site gateway)
v is defined by a set of output streams (ov) it generates, a set of
request streams (rv) it demands, an inbound bandwidth capacity
(ibwv) and an outbound bandwidth capacity (obwv). Each edge eij
is defined by one way end-to-end delay (dij) between vertex vi and
vertex vj .

For ease of understanding, we use svi to represent the ith stream
generated by vertex v ∈ V . Also, we assume that the set rv is
ordered in the descending order of stream priority (mentioned in
Section 3.2) and S is the set of all streams available in the system,
i.e., S = {svj }, ∀v ∈ V and 1 ≤ j ≤ |ov|. For the current activity
α, the priorities of the m cQoS parameters are defined as x1 >
x2 > x3 > · · · > xm (i.e., pαx1 > pαx2 > pαx3 > · · · > pαxm ).

5.1.2 Optimization Goal
The goal of session optimization is to construct a directional

multi-stream and multi-site 3DTI content distribution graph G′ =
(V ′, E′). Each directional edge is associated with a stream and a
rate, and each vertex is defined by an inbound and outbound band-
width allocation for activity α that optimizes x ∈ X in order of
their priorities, subject to the following constraints:
• Resource (Bandwidth) Constraints: If IBWv and OBWv

are the inbound and outbound bandwidth allocations, respec-
tively, for vertex v ∈ V ′ in graph G′, then,
∀ v ∈ V ′, IBWv ≤ ibwv and OBWv ≤ obwv ,
• cQoS Constraints: ∀x ∈ X , x < | > | = minαx

The problem clearly represents a priority-based multi-objective
optimization (MOOP) problem [10]. However, solving MOOP for
a network graph even for a single source and destination with a
single stream is an NP-complete, in fact it is considered as an in-
tractable problem for large networked systems [14, 25]. Heuris-
tics for solving the MOOP problem have been proposed since the
constraint-based routing algorithms was discovered; however they
are limited, even concievely missing [7, 12].

5.2 Priority-based Multi-objective Session
Optimization

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have emerged as powerful heuris-
tic tools for solving NP-complete and NP-hard problems and have
received a great attention because of their ability for solving multi-
objective optimizations in many domains such as network rout-
ing [10, 13] and real-time playout scheduling [17]. In this paper, we
adopt genetic algorithm (GA) (a genre of evolutionary algorithms)
as a heuristic algorithm to solve priority-based multi-objective opti-
mization problem in 3DTI multi-site and multi-stream content dis-
tribution.

Genetic algorithms have derived their inspiration from the pro-
cess of natural evolution and represent an iterative procedure of ap-
plying basic genetic operators over the candidate solutions. These
genetic operators include: selection, crossover and mutation. The
process starts with a set of initial solutions as the candidate solu-
tions and then applies generic operator on them in an iterative fash-
ion to find an optimal solution. The following subsections describe



these operators and the associated genetic algorithm in the 3DTI
space.

5.2.1 Encoding
Instead of binary encoded GA, we use a real parameter GA. A

global solution graph (called chromosome) for multi-stream multi-
site content distribution can be broken down into individual sub-
graphs representing the distribution of each stream in the system.
If G′s = (V ′s , E

′
s) defines the solution subgraph for the distribution

of stream s, a chromosome (or global distribution graph) repre-
senting the distribution of all streams si ∈ S can be represented by
G′s1 |G

′
s2 | · · · |G

′
sk , where k is the number of total streams avail-

able in the current 3DTI session. If a stream s is dropped in a 3DTI
session, an empty subgraph is represented by G′s, where E′s = φ.

An example of chromosome encoding is shown in Figure 5 with
3 sites (vertices are represented as A, B and C); each generat-
ing 2 streams (represented as sA1 , sA2 , sB1 , sB2 , sC1 and sC2 , respec-
tively). In practice, the number of streams generated from each
site can be much higher. Suppose, the request sets from the par-
ticipants are, rA = {sB1 , sC1 , sB2 , sC2 }, rB = {sC1 , sA1 , sC2 , sA2 }
and rC = {sA1 , sB1 , sA2 , sB2 }, where streams are listed in-order of
their priorities. A sample multi-stream multi-site distribution graph
(G′) is shown in Figure 5 (a) and the corresponding subgraphs for
individual streams are shown in Figure 5(b-g). Therefore, the chro-
mosome representing G′ can be encoded as :
chromosome (c) = G′

sA1
|G′
sA2
|G′
sB1
|G′
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|G′
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.
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Figure 5: (a) Example of a multi-site multi-stream distribution
graph (chromosome), (b)-(f) multi-site distribution subgraphs
for individual stream (components of chromosome).

5.2.2 Initialization of Solution
The initialization of solution is very important for GA to ensure

faster convergence towards the near optimal solution. To keep the
search space and convergence time bounded (required in the in-
teractive 3DTI space), we only consider valid chromosomes (i.e.,
valid content distribution graphs) in each iteration of the algorithm.
A valid chromosome is defined as a multi-site, multi-stream dis-
tribution graph, where each cQoS metadata maintains at least the
minimum quality subject to the resource (bandwidth) availability.
However, the minimum quality problem for finding multicast trees
subject to the bandwidth constraint is also an NP-complete prob-
lem [4, 22].

To construct an heuristic-based solution for finding the initial set
of chromosomes with minimum quality, we use ViewCast [32]. To
understand how ViewCast generates the initial solutions, we first
define the minimum quality problem as follows.

Minimum Quality Problem. Construct a multi-stream multi-site
3D content distribution graph for activity α, that

1. satisfy ∀x ∈ X, x < | > | = minαx ,
2. subject to ∀ v ∈ V ′, IBWv ≤ ibwv and OBWv ≤ obwv

Minimum Quality Guarantee Using ViewCast. Suppose, we
need to forward a stream s to a node v in the process of construct-
ing a global distribution graph as an initial solution. Vs is the set

of vertices currently holding stream s due to the current distribu-
tion topology. A vertex vi ∈ Vs is true if one of the following two
conditions is satisfied: 1) vi is the source of s (i.e., s ∈ ovi ), or 2)
vi receives s via previously assigned network paths in the graph.
Therefore, all vi ∈ Vs are the candidates for forwarding streams s
to v. We randomly select a vertex vi ∈ Vsi provided that both vi
and v have available bandwidth to satisfy the minimum bit rate of s
and the establishment of the path from vi to v does not violate the
end-to-end delay. Similarly, the distribution graphs are constructed
for all streams requested by all vertices.The process of initial solu-
tion (the complete content distribution graph) generation is shown
in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Generation of Initial Solution Using ViewCast
Input: G = (V,E) and rvi ,∀vi ∈ V
Algorithm:
set chromosome c = φ, |r| = max. size of request set;
set V ′si ← vertex that originates stream si;
Randomly shuffle ordering of vertices in V
for (int index← 0; index < |r|; index← index+ 1) do

for all vi ∈ V do
si ← rvi [index];
if si 6= null then
vj ← get random vertex ∈ V ′si
if (eji) does not violate (1) & (2) in min quality problem then
V ′si ← V ′si ∪ vi; E′si ← E′si ∪ eji;

end if
end if

end for
c← c ∪ (V ′si , E

′
si
);

end for
return;

Example. Let us consider the 3DTI setup discussed in Section
5.2.1. The cQoS parameters we use here are Rs (∀s ∈ S), EED,
NV S andNSC. The process of constructing the distribution over-
lay in ViewCast is iterated from the highest priority stream to the
lowest priority stream for each vertex for a given vertex order. If we
consider a vertex order of {A,B,C} (in Algorithm 1), the View-
Cast constructs a distribution subgraphs for streams in the follow-
ing order: sB1 → A (sB1 to A), sC1 → B, sA1 → C, sC1 → A,
sA1 → B and so on. If we consider vertex order of {B,C,A},
then the stream order to construct subgraphs is sC1 → B, sA1 → C,
sB1 → A, sA1 → B, sB1 → C and so on. Figure 6(a) shows the
construction of the distribution graph for stream sB1 . Suppose, the
ViewCast already assigns an edge eBA to satisfy the demand of sB1
to vertexA. To satisfy the request for vertexC, we can get sB1 from
either vertexA, or vertexB. If both paths eBC and eAC have avail-
able bandwidth higher than the minimum value ofRsB1 and they do
not violate the minimum bound of EED, any of these two paths
can be selected randomly. However, if neither of them satisfies the
bandwidth or delay constrains, the stream request is dropped. If
the dropping of the stream violates minimum bounds of NV S or
NSC, then the solution is rejected. A new solution is started using
another random ordering of vertices.

If we assume that both eBC and eAC are valid paths in Fig-
ure 6(a), then Figure 6(b) and Figure 6(c) generate two different
subgraphs (G′′

sB1
andG′′′

sB1
, respectively) which eventually contribute

to two different global multi-stream multi-site content distribution
graphs (chromosomes) as shown in Figure 6(d) and Figure 6(e),
respectively. Here, we assume that subgraphs for other streams
are unchanged. Therefore, by using random ordering of vertices
and random selection of stream sources, we can generate different
unique solutions (chromosomes). These solutions are then added
into a sample pool for selection.
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Figure 6: (a) Edge eBA is already assigned, i.e., VsB1 = A,B,
(b) subgraph G′′
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is generated if vertex C gets sB1 from vertex
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vertex B, (d) distribution graph G′′ using subgraph G′′

sB1
, and

(e) distribution graph G′′′ using subgraph G′′′
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.

5.2.3 Selection based on cQoS Priority
The concept of priority-based MOOP lies in the selection pro-

cess. A priority-dependent selection scheme, based on tournament
selection [11], is used for the selection process of chromosomes
from the sample pool. As we explained earlier, each chromosome
represents a multi-site multi-stream distribution graph satisfying
the minimum quality of the activity requirements and bandwidth
constraints. Using the subgraphs available in the chromosome, we
can construct a global graph and measure the average values of
each cQoS parameter (an example is shown in Section 6). Each
chromosome is then ranked against all other chromosomes based
on these average cQoS values in order of cQoS priorities. To allow
variation (known as “chromosome diversity”) in the selection pro-
cess, we also consider crowding distance [11] of the chromosomes
in the comparison. Below we first discuss how to compute the rank
ρi and the crowding distance γi for a chromosome ci.

Rank. The rank is a vector containing the numerical values of the
cQoS parameters and can be represented as ρ = [|x1|, · · · , |xm|],
where |xi| is the value of cQoS parameter xi. We assume that
the cQoS parameters are prioritized as x1 > x2 > x3 > · · · >
xm. If we have two rank values ρi = [|x1|, · · · , |xm|] and ρj =
[|x′1|, · · · , |x′m|] for chromosomes ci and cj , respectively, the rela-
tionships between the rank values can be represented as follows:
• ρi > ρj if and only if |xt| > |x′t| and ∀(1 ≤ q < t) |xq| =
|x′q|.
• ρi = ρj if and only if ∀(1 ≤ q ≤ m), |xq| = |x′q|.

Crowding Distance. The crowding distance γi of chromosome ci
is a measure of the objective space around ci, which is not occupied
by any other solution in the current solution set. It helps to avoid
local optima in the search space. To measure the crowding distance
for chromosome ci, we sort the population set based on their rank
values and then use the following equation on the ordered set of
chromosomes: γi =

∑
x∈X(|x|ci+1 −|x|ci−1), where |x|ci+1 and

|x|ci−1 are the values of x for chromosomes ci+1 and ci−1, respec-
tively, from the sorted set. The crowding distance for the first and
last chromosome in the set is set to infinity (∞).

Selection Process. Once we compute the rank value and the crowd-
ing distance, the comparison in the selection process works in three
steps: (1) chromosome ci wins over chromosome cj (i.e., ci > cj)
if ρi > ρj , (2) if ρi = ρj , then ci > cj if γi > γj , (3) otherwise,
one of them is selected randomly. Only topMsample chromosomes
are selected from the sample pool and stored in a mating pool. The
mating pool contains a list of chromosomes, which are used for
crossover and mutation described next.

Here we present an example of the selection process. Let con-
sider the previous 3DTI setup for a TI conversation activity, where
sA1 , sB1 and sC1 are the audio streams and sA2 , sB2 and sC2 are the
upper body video streams. For a given chromosome, we can com-
pute the average rate of audio streamsRsaudio and average rates of
video streamsRsvideo , where saudio = {sA1 , sB1 , sC1 } and svideo =
{sA2 , sB2 , sC2 }. Other cQoS parameters are average EED, average
NV S and average NSC. We consider the rank with a 5-tuple
ρ = {Rsaudio , Rsvideo , EED,NV S,NSC}. We assume that
for chromosome c1 as shown in Figure 6 (d), the value of rank
is ρ1 = [64kbps, 2500kbps, 300ms, 2, 1] and for chromosome
c2 as shown in Figure 6 (e), the value of rank is ρ2 = [256kbps,
1000kbps, 300ms, 2, 1]. According to the definitions of the TI
conversation in Section 3.4, the priority ordering of the cQoS is
Rsaudio > Rsvideo > EED > NV S > NSC. Therefore, based
on the rank definition above, c2 has higher rank than c1, since the
value of higher priority cQoS parameter Rsaudio is higher in c2,
even though the value of lower priority cQoS parameter Rsvideo is
lower compared to c1.

We consider another chromosome c3 as shown in Figure 5(a) that
has rank value ρ3= [64kbps, 2500kbps, 300ms, 2, 1], which is
equal to ρ1. We can sort the chromosomes in order of their rank as
{c2, c1, c3} (where c1 and c3 are ordered randomly since they have
equal rank values). Based on the above definition, the crowding
distances of c2 and c3 are∞. The crowding distance for c1 is γ1 =
192. While performing selection between c1 and c3, since ρ1 = ρ3,
we compare them using crowding distances. In this case, c3 wins
since∞ > 192. Therefore, if we are to select two chromosomes
into the mating pool, we select c2 and c3.
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Figure 7: An example of crossover at the subgraph of stream
sB2 . The dotted box represents the offspring chromosome c′1.
The remaining parts create another offspring c′2.

5.2.4 Crossover
We perform crossover between each pair of chromosomes in the

mating pool. For crossover, we adopt the concept of common
node [18]. Let us consider two chromosomes for the 3DTI setup
used in Section 5.2.1, c1 = G′

sA1
|G′
sA2
|G′
sB1
|G′
sB2
|G′
sC1
|G′
sC2

and

c2 = G′′
sA1
|G′′
sA2
|G′′
sB1
|G′′
sB2
|G′′
sC1
|G′′
sC2

. A crossover is performed

between them if a matching subgraph is found, i.e., G′s = G′′s for
any s ∈ {sA1 , sA2 , sB1 , sB2 , sC1 , sC2 }. The crossover creates two off-
spring chromosomes by exchanging the distribution graph at the
matching point. An example is shown in Figure 7. Since, G′

sB2
=

G′′
sB2

, a crossover is performed at the subgraph for sB2 . The con-

structed offsprings are c′1 = G′
sA1
|G′
sA2
|G′
sB1
|G′′
sB2
|G′′
sC1
|G′′
sC2

and

c′2 = G′′
sA1
|G′′
sA2
|G′′
sB1
|G′
sB2
|G′
sC1
|G′
sC2

.
If subgraphs are matched at multiple locations, then a random

location is considered for offspring construction. If the constructed
offspring chromosomes satisfy the minimum cQoS quality con-



straints and bandwidth constraints, then they are inserted into the
sample pool.

5.2.5 Mutation
To construct a mutant chromosome from the mating pool, we

randomly pick a stream and replace the subgraph of that stream
with another random distribution subgraph, which satisfies the min-
imum quality constraints and bandwidth constraints shown in (1)
and (2) of the minimum quality problem. The algorithm for build-
ing the random subgraph is the same as the Algorithm 1.
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Figure 8: An example of mutation at the subgraph of stream
sB2 . G′

sB2
is replaced by a random graph G?

sB2
.

An example of mutation is shown in Figure 8 over the chromo-
some c1 of the previous example. We randomly pick the subgraph
for stream sB2 and replace the distribution graphG′

sC2
using another

randomly populated distribution graph G?
sB2

. It creates a mutant
chromosome c?1. Note that in all stages of the genetic operation, we
only consider the graphs that meet the minimum quality require-
ments. The mutant chromosome is then added into the sample pool.

5.2.6 Optimization Procedure
The optimization process starts with the initial samples gener-

ated by ViewCast and moves towards the near optimal solution.
The whole process is iterated for a fixed number of times (MG)
or the consecutive L number of iterations that generates the same
result. The steps in the optimization process are given below.

1. Set i← 0; Construct a set of initial solution of sizeMsample

using ViewCast and add them into a sample pool.
2. Perform cQoS priority based selection over the chromosomes

in the sample pool based on rank and crowding distance and
create a mating pool of size Mmating .

3. Perform cross over between each pair in the mating pool and
add the valid offsprings into the sample pool.

4. Perform mutation for each chromosome in the mating pool
and add the valid mutant into the sample pool.

5. Select the best chromosome c from the sample pool based
on rank and crowding distance. If c has been repeated for L
consecutive times, return c, else keep count for c.

6. i + +; If (i < MG) , Go to step 2, else, Select the best
chromosome c from the sample pool and return c.

6. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
The previous section provides a model for constructing content

distribution graphs considering cQoS specifications and content de-
mands. Here, we present two concrete examples with larger setup:
one for TI conversation and the other for TI virtual lightsaber fight
activities with four sites. The activity descriptions are given in
section 3.4. All participants are using the same view orientation.
Therefore, the priority ordering of the remote streams are equal
for each participant. We make this assumption for the ease of ex-
planation, however, violating this assumption does not require any
changes in our algorithm.

6.1 Input Space
3DTI Setup. The list of input devices (each device is connected to
an individual PC) connected at each participating site is shown in
Figure 9 (a). The TI conversation session uses 1 audio and 4 video
streams (two upper body streams and two lower body streams) from
each site. On the other hand, the virtual lightsaber session gener-
ates an additional input sensory stream connected to the lightsaber,
which indicates the position of the lightsaber in the virtual space.
Table 3 shows the list of streams generated by the application setup.

Communication Graph. The complete network communication
graph between the participating gateways V = {A,B,C,D} is
shown in Figure 9(b). Labels on the edges define the end-to-end
delay (in millisecond) between gateways. Each vertex is labelled
with a two-tuple, (ibwv, obwv) (v ∈ V ), which is inbound and
outbound bandwidth capacity (in kbps) of the site.
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Figure 9: (a) TI application setup (showing only input devices),
and (b) corresponding overlay communication graph showing
end-to-end delay and available bandwidth.

cQoS Specifications. In the TI conversation, each participant re-
quires at least 2 streams (audio and the highest priority upper body
video) from each remote site (i.e., 6 remote streams), i.e., NSC ≥
2 and NV S ≥ 1. However, in the virtual lightsaber, at least
4 streams (the highest upper body video, the highest lower body
video, lightsaber sensor and audio) from each remote site ( i.e.,
12 remote streams) must be received by each participant to have a
successful virtual lightsaber session, i.e., NSC ≥ 4 and NV S ≥
2. The stream request for each participant and the priority of the
streams are shown in the first and second rows of Table 3 for a
given view. We use the notations introduced in Section 3.4. We
consider 9 cQoS parameters with bounds and priorities described
in Table 2.

6.2 Prioritized Evolutionary Optimization
Figure 10 shows an example of the iteration process in the OSM

session optimization for TI conversation. Each chromosome is rep-
resented by 20 subgraphs; one for each stream (1 audio and 4 video
streams from each site) in the current TI session. Since TI con-
versation does not use lightsaber sensory streams, no subgraph is
generated for streams in slight. Figure 10(a) and (b) show two
chromosomes c1 and c2 constructed using ViewCast (Algorithm 1)
as part of the generation of initial solutions for genetic iterations.
Graphs with empty edges represent the dropped streams.

During crossover, two offsprings are generated by mixing c1
and c2 at the common subgraph position. Since G′

sB1
= G′′

sB1
, a

crossover is performed at the subgraph for sB1 . Figure 10(c) shows
one of the offspring chromosomes generated after crossover (dot-
ted boxes represent the subgraphs coming from c1 and solid boxes
represent the subgraphs coming from c2). A mutation is then per-
formed at the subgraph G′′

sB3
over the generated offspring. The

mutant chromosome c? is shown in Figure 10(d). Both the off-
spring and mutant chromosomes are added into the sample pool



Table 3: Application setup for TI activities
Property TI conversation TI virtual lightsaber
Stream Type saudio = {sA1 , sB1 , sC1 , sD1 }, sub_H = {sA2 , sB2 , sC2 , sD2 }, sub_L = {sA3 , sB3 , sC3 , sD3 }

slb_H = {sA4 , sB4 , sC4 , sD4 }, slb_L = {sA5 , sB5 , sC5 , sD5 }, slight = {sA6 , sB6 , sC6 , sD6 }
Stream Priority saudio > sub_H > sub_L > slb_H > slb_L slight > sub_H > slb_H > saudio > sub_L > slb_L
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Figure 10: Optimization steps in TI conversation: (a) and (b) chromosome c1 and chromosome c2, respectively created using View-
Cast, (c) offspring c′1 created using crossover between c1 and c2 at subgraph for sB1 , and (d) mutant c? created by replacing the
subgraph for sB3 in c′1 .

for the next iteration. Similar process can be shown for TI virtual
lightsaber activity; however skipped due to the space limitation.

Here, the rank is a 9-tuple vector ρ = [Rsaudio , Rsub_H , Rsub_L ,
Rslb_H , Rslb_L , Rslight , EED, NSC, NV S]. Though the com-
putation of EED, NSC and NV S are straightforward from a
given distribution graph, the allocation of rates for individual stream
is tricky since the distribution graph is constructed considering the
minimum bit rates of the streams. To allocate stream rates, after a
distribution graph (or chromosome) is constructed with minimum
rates, for each path in the graph, we allocate rates to the streams
(associated to the path) in order of their priority (as shown in Ta-
ble 3) subject to the bandwidth availability. For example, for c1 in
Figure 10(a), the directed edge eAD is shared by four streams sA1 ,
sA3 , sB2 and sB3 . In our case, sA1 > sB2 > sA3 > sB3 . Initially, we
assign minimum rates for each stream along the edge. The remain-
ing bandwidth is then first assigned to sA1 , if surplus is available
after the maximum rate allocation to sA1 , the remaining amount is
assigned to sB2 and so on. The rate allocation is performed from the
higher priority streams to the lower priority streams.

Using the above approach, the ranks of c1 and c2 are computed
as ρ1 and ρ2 and shown in Figure 10(a) and (b), respectively. Since,
there is no light sensory stream in the TI conversation activity, the
rate associated to it is zero. As c2 assigns higher rate to the audio
stream, due to the priority based comparison in the selection step
(as explained in Section 5), c2 wins over c1.

We then run the optimization process iteratively using GA. Fig-
ure 11(a) shows the result after 2 iterations and Figure 11(b) shows
the optimized solution generated after 20 iterations. The rank val-
ues are also given below the figures. Even the intermediate re-
sult (shown in Figure 11(a)) in GA provides higher rank compared
to the initial solutions c1 and c2 (shown in Figure 10(a) and Fig-
ure 10(b), respectively). The optimized solution in Figure 11(b)
assigns the the average rate of the audio stream to 256kbps, and
the average rate of the highest priority upper body video stream
to 2500kbps, which are the maximum possible in both cases. It
also lowers the EED to 95.75ms. However, the lower body video
streams are completely dropped (i.e., low NV S and NSC). This

(a)Rank  =  [256,  2433,  1183,  0,  0,  0,  127,  2.3,  1.3]

(b)Rank  =  [256,  2500,  0,  0,  0,  0,  95.75,  2,  1]
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Figure 11: TI Conversation(a) after 2 iterations, and (b) opti-
mized solution.

is acceptable since according to our activity definition, having only
audio stream and upper body video streams from each site are enough
for a successful TI conversation.

Figure 12 shows the optimized distribution graph for TI lightsaber
activity with 24 streams (each site has 8 streams). It first optimizes
the end-to-end delay (to 88ms) and then the rate of lightsaber sen-
sory stream (to 10kbps). Streams sub_H and sub_L maintain the
minimum quality (≥ 1000kbps). The rate of the audio streams are
given a lower priority in optimization. If we compare the optimized
rank values between TI conversation and TI lightsaber activities, it
is evident that both the distribution graphs are optimized consider-
ing the requirements of the respective activities.

7. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

7.1 Simulation Setup
The simulator first generates a complete graph of an application-

level overlay network. We use a mesh topology for the overlay net-
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Figure 12: Optimized graph for TI lightsaber activity.

work, where the connectivity between the vertices follows a distri-
bution collected from PlanetLab [21]. The total number of vertices,
denoted as the session size, ranges from 3 to 10.

Figure 13: Geographical distribution of PlanetLab nodes.

The geographical distribution of the PlanetLab nodes used as
vertices in our simulation is shown in Figure 13. We take vertices
distributed widely over the world. Using a running service [9] from
the PlanetLab, we collect outbound bandwidth information of each
node (the lowest outbound we measure is 20000kbps). We assume
that no other slices on the same node are competing for the band-
width. For simplicity, we set the inbound bandwidth same as the
outbound bandwidth measured. The end-to-end delays between the
vertices are measured by running ping inside the nodes. The dis-
tribution of bandwidth as well as the end-to-end delay between the
vertices are shown in Figure 14(a) and (b), respectively. X-axis
of Figure 14(b) represents different communication edges. For 10
nodes, we have total 45 edges.
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Figure 14: (a) Inbound/ outbound bandwidth distribution of
10 nodes, and (b) end-to-end delay between them. X-axis of (b)
represents communication edges. For 10 nodes, we have total
45 edges.

In the experiment, each vertex has 16 video streams, which are
evenly distributed in the 3600 space; 8 covering the upper body and
8 covering the lower body of the participants, one audio stream and
one light sensory stream. For any view request to a vertex, at most 8
of its original streams are selected for an optimal coverage of upper
and lower body of 1800 space along with the audio and sensory

stream. The optimization process is implemented using java.
We consider two types of TI activities: conversation activity and

virtual lightsaber fight activity as described in Section 6. The pri-
ority of the cQoS parameters for these TI activities and their min-
imum and maximum bounds are the same as described in Table 2.
However, the number of streams and vertices is variable in our
simulation. To have a successful conversation session, each ver-
tex should receive at least one (the highest priority) upper body
video stream and the audio stream from each other vertex. On the
other hand, to have a successful virtual fight session, each vertex
should receive at least two video streams (the highest priority up-
per body video stream and the highest priority lower body video
stream), the audio stream and the light sensory streams from each
remote vertex.

7.2 Performance of Session Optimization
To measure the performance of our optimization technique, we

compare the rank of the distribution graph constructed by OSM
with the rank of the graphs constructed by two other techniques: 1)
ViewCast [32], and 2) stream-based random multicast [28]. In ran-
dom multicast, the priority of the streams is not considered. Mul-
ticast trees are constructed for each stream by considering random
ordering of vertices. We vary the number of nodes in our evalua-
tion and each experiment was run one hundred times with randomly
selected PlanetLab nodes from the set shown in Figure 13.

We run GA until 3 consecutive searches provide the same (best)
result. The sample pool size in GA is set to 10 and the mating pool
size is 5. The ranks are computed using the same technique shown
in Section 6. For both activities, in this section, we only show the
values of Raudio, Rub_H , Rlb_H , EED, NV S, and NSC.

Figure 15(a)-(f) shows the values of rank parameters for differ-
ent 3DTI setups. In case of TI conversation, the OSM provides the
best audio (in Figure 15(a)) and upper body video (in Figure 15(b))
bit rate (hence, better quality) with the sacrifice of end-to-end delay
(in Figure 15(d)), NSC (in Figure 15(e)) and NVS (in Figure 15(f)).
Compared to the ViewCast, the maximum improvement in the au-
dio bit rate is about 50% (for 7 vertices in Figure 15(a)) and com-
pared to the random distribution topology, the maximum improve-
ment is about 25% (for 6 vertices in Figure 15(a)). Since, for a
successful conversation, lower body of the video streams are not
required, in OSM, the rates of them are very low (in Figure 15(c)).

On the other hand, for TI virtual lightsaber activity, the end-to-
end delay (in Figure 15(d)) is optimized along with the quality of
the lightsaber sensory streams (not shown) by OSM. The quality
of the video streams is balanced between the highest priority upper
body video stream (Figure 15(b)) and the highest priority lower
body video stream (Figure 15(c)) to construct a full body human
image rather than trying to solely optimize the quality of only one
portion of the body streams. Though the audio quality is poor (in
Figure 15(a)) in this activity; it still maintains the minimum quality
requirement.

As shown in Figure 15(e) and in Figure 15(f), the values of NVS
and NSC are always higher in ViewCast for both TI conversation
and TI virtual lightsaber activities. This is because ViewCast is
originally designed to maximize the number of video streams in
a TI session. However, both ViewCast and random distribution
topology create higher end-to-end delay for TI virtual lightsaber
and lower audio bit rate for TI conversation, compared to the OSM,
since none of them consider prioritized cQoS based on the on-going
activity requirements. Therefore, according to the definitions of the
activities, OSM provides higher user satisfactions in both activities
compared to the ViewCast and random multi-site and multi-graph
distribution topology.
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Figure 15: (a) Average rate of audio quality, (b) average rate of highest priority upper body video stream, (c) average rate of highest
priority lower body video stream, (d) average end-to-end delay, (e) average number of streams received from each remote site, and
(f) average number of video streams received from each remote site.
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Figure 16: (a) Latency of session optimization for different number of iterations in OSM. (b) average number of iterations required
to achieve near optimal solution in OSM, and (c) latency of session adaptation and session optimization.

7.3 Overhead of Session Optimization
In this section, we only use TI conversational activity, where

each site can request maximum of 9 streams from each remote site.

7.3.1 Session Optimization Latency
A significant portion of the latency in OSM session optimization

process comes from the iterations performed in the genetic opera-
tions (selection, crossover and mutation). Figure 16(a) shows the
optimization latency for different number of iterations. This la-
tency depends on the number of participating sites and the number
of streams per site since the distribution graph becomes larger for
large number of sites and large number of streams.

Figure 16(a) shows that the latency increases with the increase
in the number of iterations. Though it takes around 4 seconds to
perform 20 iterations for 10 sites, to generate a near optimal so-
lution, the required number of iterations is much less than 20. To
understand how many iterations are required to generate a near op-
timal solution, we plot the iteration count by varying the number
of participating sites as well as the number of streams to request

from each remote site in Figure 16(b). We consider a solution is
near optimal when consecutive 5 iterations generate the same best
solution for content distribution graph.

From the Figure 16(b), the number of iterations required for an
optimal solution is higher for smaller number of participating sites
as well as for smaller number of stream request. The reason is that
having a small demand on the content distribution process creates
a large solution space to search for an optimal solution. Because of
this conflicting nature, most of the cases, the optimization latency
is less than 500ms as shown in Figure 16(c).

7.3.2 Session Adaptation Latency
The session adaptation latency is the time a session layer takes to

detect a session update, define cQoS specifications as a response,
perform prioritized optimization and finally install session routing
tables at the participants (same as the pipeline shown in Figure 3).
We compare the performance of OSM with the performance of cen-
tralized topology constructions by ViewCast and random multicast.
We run the experiments hundred times by varying the number of
devices per site from 4 to 9.



Though the latency in OSM session adaptation is higher than
ViewCast and random multicast, the process still takes less than
two seconds. The sudden jump in the latency after 7 sites is due
to the increase in the execution time for finding valid offsprings in
the crossover as the demand becomes large. However, such latency
can be masked using pre-computation of the optimization graph at
the GSC by predicting the future changes in the users’ views and
activities.

7.3.3 CPU and Memory Overhead
Since OSM performs session optimization inside a centralized

session controller, the overhead penalties of CPU and memory are
of important concerns. In our experimentation, even with the 10
participating sites each requesting 9 streams from all other remote
sites, the memory overhead is less than 100MB, which is very low
compared to the current off-the-self PC configurations.
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Figure 17: CPU overhead of OSM optimization process.
To measure the CPU overhead, we compute the CPU utilization

of the optimization process by varying the number of participating
sites and the number of input streams per site. The system config-
uration of GSC is: 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 running Mac OS X (v.
10.7.4). The result is shown in Figure 17. The value a.b in the
x-axis represents the a number of participating sites each having
b number of input streams.As the figure shows, the computation
overhead is around 20% − 30%, which increses very slowly with
the increase of sites and streams.

8. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an evolutionary optimization technique for

3DTI session management considering the QoS specifications (min-
imum quality bounds and QoS priorities) defined by the 3DTI activ-
ity and content demands. We use three heuristics in GA to improve
the 3DTI session optimization performance: 1) ViewCast-based
generation of initial samples (solutions), 2) prioritized QoS-based
sample selection, and 3) crowding distance-based sample variation.
We show that our heuristics-based GA converges very fast and pro-
vides about 50% improvement in the allocation of desired QoS pa-
rameters. The process is computationally unobtrusive (in terms of
CPU usage and computation time). We consider the cQoS specifi-
cations of TI conversation and virtual lightsaber gaming activities
learned from our experiences. cQoS specifications for other 3DTI
activities are considered for further investigations.
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